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Executive Summary
The overall objective of iMENTORS is to enhance the coherence and effectiveness of
international actors involved in e-infrastructures development projects and initiatives in SubSaharan Africa, based on the results and recommendations of previous studies and reports.
This document constitutes the iMENTORS Deliverable Number 3.3. The deliverable describes
the process followed to integrate the decision-analytical support system with the iMENTORS
platform and provides a final set of indicators and associated criteria for the multi-criteria
evaluation framework for ICT4D initiative and e-infrastructure project evaluation, which
constitute the core of the Decision-Support Module.
The purpose of this document is to outline the final design of the multi-criteria framework for
evaluating initiatives in a multi-stakeholder fashion and highlights the main steps in
integrating with the main platform. Lastly, the document outlines the main additions to the
platform in light of the release of the Beta version.
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1 Introduction: What is this deliverable?
After giving a small description of iMENTORS and of the work package, this section defines
the scope and methodology of the deliverable. Finally, the relation of the deliverable to other
deliverables is explained, with a brief paragraph to describe its intended audience.

1.1 The project: iMENTORS
The overall objective of the project is to enhance the coherence and effectiveness of
international actors involved in e- infrastructures development projects and initiatives in SubSaharan Africa, based on the results and recommendations of previous studies and reports.
The project will:
• Provide policy support by identifying and monitoring all on-going e-infrastructure projects in
Sub-Saharan Africa, and perform benchmarking, impact assessments.
• Enhance aid coordination and collaboration by providing insight on e-infrastructure
development projects and through the platform’s collaborative features (knowledge
sharing) for development of new e-infrastructure development projects.
• Promote of e-infrastructures of common interest to Europe and Sub-Saharan Africa through
extensive dissemination activities (workshops, conferences, communication).
Specific objectives:
1. Build: Create a virtual observatory, acting as one-stop-shop data warehouse providing upto-date information on all e-infrastructure related development programmes and
initiatives of the past five years in Sub-Saharan Africa to enhance the effectiveness and
coherence of national and EU research policies and international cooperation in the field
of research infrastructures:
a. Identify and collect informational assets (data and sources): Identify and connect with
key stakeholders, Gather and analyze relevance of all past and ongoing e-infrastructure
development and ICT projects in Sub-Saharan Africa, Populate the virtual observatory.
b. Create the virtual observatory (platform), User interface Decision support system.
2. Develop a community of practice for support to policy development and programme
implementation by creating a social hub facilitating interaction and knowledge sharing, to
improve collaboration among different stakeholder groups, and offer them opportunity to
create synergies and plan future projects.
a. Launch a space for Collaboration.
b. Position iMENTORS as the knowledge broker.
c. Decision support to policy development enabling users to produce queries across
several online databases, and to evaluate e-infrastructure proposals from multiple
perspectives in a structured manner.
3. Sustain: Build and maintain a strong stakeholder ecosystem around the iMENTORS
project, which will ensure long-term viability of the project and will enhance the
development of e-infrastructure in Sub- Saharan Africa.
a. Community awareness.
b. Standardization of practice.
c. Political and Institutional support.
iMENTORS is a project funded by the European Commission’s DG CONNECT under the
Seventh Framework Programme (FP7). For more information visit: www.iMENTORS.eu
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1.2 The Work package (subset of the project)
The objective of WP3 is to design and customize a web platform capable of storing, analyzing
and displaying information relevant to past, current and potential e-infrastructure projects in
Sub-Saharan African countries and to integrate the platform with a decision support system
to provide impact assessment data.

1.3 The Deliverable (scope, objectives, methodology)
This deliverable outlines the iMENTORS main processes that underpin the decision support
system, and in particular the approach to perform multi-criteria evaluations of eInfrastructure projects. The deliverable describes the process followed to integrate the
decision-analytical support system with the iMENTORS platform and provides a final set of
indicators and associated criteria for the multi-criteria evaluation framework for ICT4D
initiative and e-infrastructure project evaluation, which constitute the core of the DecisionSupport Module. The deliverable also outlines the integration with the OECD’s Creditor
Reporting System and outlines the major functionalities added on the platform since the last
deliverable.

1.4 Intended audience of this document
Group
readers

of Reasons for reading

iMENTORS
site visitors

To understand how the multi-criteria evaluations of projects is carried out,
and what information that is needed in order to enable such evaluations.

iMENTORS
data entrants

To understand how the multi-criteria evaluations of projects is carried out,
and what information that is needed in order to enable such evaluations.

iMENTORS
administrator

To understand the technical integration of the multi-criteria module with the
platform.

The
European
Commission
(EC)

To inform the Project Officer, the reviewers and other interested stakeholders
from the EC, about project’s dissemination plan, progress so far and
anticipated activities regarding dissemination for the following period of the
project.
Table 1: Intended Audience of D3.3
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2 The iMENTORS ICT4D evaluation framework
2.1 Operationalizing the IMENTORS ICT4D evaluation framework
As previously discussed in the D3.2 Requirement analysis and specifications for the DecisionSupport System (D 3.2), the ICT4D projects evaluation is based on the value chain model (see
Figure 1). The model is specifically adapted for ICT4D interventions, while it is in compliance
with the Results-based management (RBM) methodology widely used for general
development projects (e.g., see UNDG, 2011).
For the purposes of iMENTORS’ the value chain has been operationalized to enable practical
impact evaluations. For these purposes the Dimensions, specified in the Deliverable 3.2, can
be mapped to different components of the value chain. So, the Project Management
dimension considers the ICT4D project implementation phase, the Infrastructure dimension
considerers functioning of ICT4D project deliverables. The Impact components consider socioeconomic development (SED) changes caused by an ICT4D project.

Figure 1 The IMENTORS ICT4D evaluation framework

In relation to the value chain’s Impact components are the outputs — the immediate changes
associated with the ICT; outcomes — the intermediate benefits as well as costs associated
with the outputs. Finally development impacts refer to the contribution to the broader, and
less tangible, development goals.
Finally, the utilised value-chain is also treated as a project life cycle model, where different
types of changes are associated with different stages of a project life-cycle. Thus, the time
perspective becomes crucial for impact evaluation. Hereof, projects evaluation should be
performed at different stages of the project life-cycle to acquire comprehensive impact
assessment.
The focus of the current Deliverable has been made on enabling evaluation of the Outputs of
an ICT4D intervention, as one of the key impact results.
This section outlines a taken approach for evaluating ICT4D projects’ outputs performance,
where outputs are considered as immediate results and prerequisites for achieving outcomes
in accordance to the Evaluation Framework.
The evaluation approach has two interrelated parts: the Evaluation model — a hierarchical
set of assessment criteria, and the Evaluation method — a prescriptive procedure for the
10 | P a g e
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evaluation data extraction, representation and interpretation supported by conventional
MCDA tools.
The Figure 2 depicts the approach for project outputs evaluation designed for iMENTORS. The
approach takes into account given project’s Outputs and predicted Outcomes.
Two aspects are taken into consideration for Outputs evaluation: Performance and
Relevance.

Figure 2 Output evaluation approach

Project outputs’ “Performance” is evaluated through a set of associated output indicators
presented in the previous section (output evaluation model), whereas the “Relevance” notion
models the causality between outputs and outcomes.
Finally, Output Performance and Relevance are to be aggregated by means of the “Output–
Outcome function” defined in the Evaluation method. The resulting value is further utilised to
classify ICT4D project’s impact with respect to associated Outcomes and Sectors (socioeconomic aspects).

2.2 ICT4D Projects Social and Economic Development Assessment
Criteria
This section defines the social and economic development criteria in terms of the sectors and
their corresponding indicators used in the evaluation process. The sectors consist of the
major aspects which collectively make up social and economic development. In this context
this is characterised by both instrumental and intrinsic aspects; i.e., education and healthcare
constituting Social opportunities, economic opportunities, and political opportunities.
•

Social opportunities: which refer to arrangements society makes available to enable
an individual to live a better life. In the iMENTORS context, this focuses on the
education and healthcare which are essential aspects in social development.

•

Economic Opportunities: these refer to the opportunities that individuals enjoy to
utilise resources for the purpose of consumption, production or exchange. This
includes aspects such as productivity, employment etc.

•

Political Opportunities: are the opportunities people have to exercise their political
rights e.g. being able to participate in local election, community development
programmes, etc.
11 | P a g e
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These sectors represent individual or collective SED; and reinforce each other; for example
gains in economic opportunities boost people’s abilities to exploit opportunities in other
dimensions e.g. in political participation.
The sectors consist of outcomes which are the direct changes (costs or benefits) associated
with the development initiative; and for which outputs are a prerequisite. Outcomes focus on
the effectiveness of a development initiative. Similarly outcome indicators are a measure of
the initiative effectiveness towards the achievement of certain goals.
Outputs on the other hand are the behavioural changes resulting from the initiative. These
may generally be defined as the opportunities an initiative can enable; for instance the ICT
artefact enables communication, production, processing and sharing of information; as well
as the performance of transactions. Three main output categories are proposed (Heeks 2010):

1. New Information: the information that an initiative immediately supports or offers.
For instance a project aimed at supporting University library functions will improve
research innovations (the outcome) through the provision of access to online
research journals (the output).

2. New communication or interactions: refer to the new modes of communication or
interaction an initiative supports; for example online collaborations through video
conferencing, access to social media like face book, twitter etc.

3. New actions or transactions: referring to the transactions an initiative enables or
supports. For example money transfers, paying bills online , etc.

According to Sen’s Capability approach (a highly influential theoretical framework to
development evaluation); development should focus on the things people value(Sen 2000).
Therefore development is not just the provision of opportunities as highlighted above, but
whether these are of value to the target end-users. This determines whether or not an enduser will exploit/use a provided opportunity is actually. Information systems studies have
shown that quality generally influences people’s perception of value/benefits; which in turn
affects the actual use (or exploitation of an opportunity (Ryan Nelson et al. 2005). It is
envisaged that evaluation of outputs in terms of user perceptions of quality and usage
provide insight into how instrumental the output is towards the achievement of the outcome.
Consequently the following output indicators are proposed:-



Quality refers to conformance to end-user expectations related to excellence and
value in relation to customer perceptions (Ryan Nelson et al. 2005; Akter et al. 2013).
E.g. if the output is related to information, evaluation is performed in terms of the
quality of content as perceived by the target stakeholder. What is sought at this stage
is to establish whether end users actually value the opportunity, which will determine
whether it is used.



Usage evaluates stakeholder perceptions regarding the extent by which the ICT
opportunity is being exploited (actual usage). In reference to Internet usage van Dijk
(2006) point out that usage can be measured in various ways including usage time,
range of applications used or active and creative usage. Given the potential lack of
data, and the generic nature of evaluation which will involve projects from different
sectors, it is proposed that evaluation be performed in terms of active use, which is
the level of use of the initiative. This may be supplemented by an open ended
question to establish what exactly the service is used for.

Projects’ impact on socio-economic development is evaluated through a set of indicators.
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2.2.1 Discussion of survey results
2.2.1.1

Empirical Evaluation of the Proposed Criteria

The rationale behind the survey was to gather valuable stakeholder feedback to define the
most appropriate criteria in evaluating e-infrastructure projects. A questionnaire was
designed to establish the relevance of the proposed criteria for the assessment of
beneficiaries' social and economic development. It consisted of unstructured as well as
structured questions to ensure that a wide range of relevant aspects had been covered. The
unstructured questions sought to establish what stakeholders perceive as important aspects
in the assessment of the ICT contribution to social and economic development as well as any
indicators that could have been ignored. The structured question consists of a list of
indicators
After a series of reviews and corrections with experts and the project team, an online version
of the survey questionnaire was designed. The questionnaire web page link was disseminated
through email to subject area experts like donors or implementers involved in the design and
implementation of ICT4D initiatives. These specifically included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.2.1.2

Donor agencies via the iMENTORS’ Stakeholder Advisory Board, with particular regard
to the World Bank and the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa
NRENs through contacts at the UbuntuNet Alliance and KENET
E-infrastructure manager through contacts made at an iMENTORS workshop hosted
at the IST Africa 2013 conference, that took place 29 – 31 May in Nairobi, Kenya
Through the iMENTORS newsletter and newsletters of other Coordination and
Support Actions funded by the e-infrastructure unit at the European Commission
The wider e-infrastructure Stakeholder Community via a partnership with Primeur
Magazine and the ISGTW website.
Additionally, the questionnaire was disseminated through iMENTORS established
Social media channels and mailing lists.
Presentation of Results

The questionnaire was disseminated for slightly over a month. It received 59 responses
majority of which (55) were partial responses. Of these, the most significant feedback was
from the unstructured questions which sought to establish perceptions of the social and
economic benefits ICT can enable; as well as other indicators in each of the evaluation
dimensions. 1 Feedback was obtained for three of the five dimensions as presented below and
in Table 2Table 2.
Research and Education: The following outcomes were suggested; Improved or new methods
of learning e.g. innovative use of mobile learning, social media or web 2.0 technologies;
Improved involvement of the learner in the learning process e.g. through the increase in
number and quality of student-initiated products and projects or student freedom and
empowerment to make personal learning choices; dissemination and adoption of research
outputs to the broader community.

1 Due to

the length of the survey, each section of the questionnaire was equipped with a ‘skip’ function
to allow respondents to answer questions concerning their own field of expertise. Such mechanism
enables us to gather feedback by discouraging users to drop the survey altogether in case it was
perceived as too extensive and lengthy.
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Economic opportunities: both outputs and outcomes were suggested for this dimension; i.e.
outputs were participation in social media groups e.g. Google groups or Face book for buying
and selling commodities and requesting and sharing expertise; and remote (online)
registration of companies. The outcome alluded to the ubiquitous nature of ICT in terms of
enabling people to work from anywhere anytime i.e. the changes in work patterns. However
this could also be a cost rather than a benefit depending on the study context.
Political opportunities: The new outputs suggested for this domain were facilitation or
simplification of voter registration and facilitation of political activities e.g. follow political
leaders on social media. Outcomes were ability to follow up government promises and
budgets and make peoples voice heard.
Dimension

Outcomes

Outputs

Research and
Education

Improved or new methods of learning
•

Innovative learning ways of learning
e.g. mobile learning, using web 2.0,
social media
• Support context aware learning
(Context is a combination of
technical context
&
learning
context)
• Quality management system in place
in teacher training colleges
Improved involvement of the learner in the
learning process
•

Measures of student freedom and
empowerment
• Increase in number and quality of
student-initiated
products
and
projects (or if not student initiated,
otherwise reflective of student
voice.)
Adoption (dissemination) of research outputs
to the broader community e.g. through TV
interviews, in media, in multimedia, in local
languages
Economic
opportunities

Enabling people to work from anywhere
anytime
•
•

Political
opportunities

•
•

Revolutionize working
methods/routines
Possibilities to make business not
bound by time location

Possibility to follow up government
promises and budgets
Make peoples voice heard

•

•

•
•

Participation in social media
groups e.g. Google groups or Face
book
for buying and selling
commodities and requesting and
sharing expertise
Remote (online) registration of
companies rather than travelling
to a central point
Facilitation or simplification of
voter registration
Facilitation of political activities
e.g. Follow & provide feedback to
political leaders on social media
e.g. Face book, twitter

Table 2. Summary of survey results
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Discussion, Challenges and Recommendations

The proposed evaluation framework is generic intended for use in the evaluation and
selection of ICT4D initiatives in various sectors. This while of great benefit also comes with
several of challenges. For example the outputs are broadly defined in terms of accessing new
information, performing new transactions and participation (new forms of interaction)
facilitated by ICT. It is envisaged that to improve performance of the evaluation toolkit it
might be beneficial to incorporate some unstructured (open-ended) questions/space for
stakeholders to provide a little more detailed assessment of their initiatives. For instance
besides knowing the stakeholder perceptions of quality or level of use, it might be beneficial
to know what exactly an online learning resource is used for.
While the evaluation framework did not propose any dis-benefits, some were alluded to e.g.
one respondent was concerned that ”Except where labour costs are low, removal of
unnecessary people is removal of employment and perhaps little reduction in costs”. It is
therefore imperative that such provision be made as well as. It is better that dis-benefits be
sought in an unstructured manner since some of the dis-benefits for certain communities
might be benefits for others given different contextual factors.
One major limitation of the results presented here is that they were obtained from only a few
respondents. While they highlight some aspects worth considering and incorporating in the
evaluation process, this might not be representative of all relevant stakeholders.

2.3 Evolution of the impact evaluation model: adjustments and
refinements
Several refinements to the Impact evaluation model have been suggested since the
Deliverable 3.2. First, the indicators have been sorted out with respect to the value chain.
More specifically, it has been suggested to separate evaluation of outputs and outcomes,
since they represent different kinds of result. Outputs are immediate changes in the way
people manage information by means of ICTs; whereas outcomes are intermediate changes in
socio-economical terms, not directly associated with ICT.
Since outputs have been segregated, “quality” and “usage” as basic aspects (see the previous
section) were suggested as consistent evaluation approach for any outputs.
The other reason for refinements is inclusion of the time perspective into consideration.
While the value-chain shows the causality between different results, the cause-and-effect
relationships are not resolved immediately but evolve through time. Thus, evaluation of
different types of changes should be performed at appropriate moments of time with respect
to an ICT4D initiative’s end.
Finally, the refinements were overall guided by the RBM, which is a highly adopted
management methodology in the field of development.
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2.4 Outputs evaluation method
2.4.1 Evaluation method outline
This section specifies the Output evaluation method. The method prescribes the way initial
evaluation data is captured, translated into decision data, and aggregated, which are required
for further interpretation in terms of ICT4D projects performance classes.
The method consists of 2 phases presented as follows.
User interaction phase
Step 1. Choose a corresponding Sector
Step 2. Select outputs applicable for the project
Step 3. Evaluate outputs’ performance through indicators
Step 4. Evaluate outputs’ relevance to outcomes
Processing phase
Step 1. Translate output performance indicators’ values into fuzzy numbers
Step 2. Translate outputs’ relevance values into coefficients (weights)
Step 3. Aggregation
Step 4. Classification.
The detailed specification of each step is further presented in the following part.

2.4.2 User interaction phase
Step 1. Choose a corresponding Sector
There are 4 Sectors (socio-economic aspects): Research & Education, Healthcare, Economic
opportunities, Political opportunities.
The evaluator selects the Sector (socio-economical aspect) the project belongs to.
A project might relate to several sectors, and then the following steps (2-4) are repeated for
each selected Sector.
Step 2. Select outputs applicable for the project
Under each socio-economical aspect there are associated desired directions of development
(outcomes). Each such outcome has a set of associated outputs.
Under each outcome the evaluator selects the outputs applicable to the assessed project.
Step 3. Evaluate outputs’ performance through indicators
At this step the performance of previously selected outputs is evaluated. If the output is
selected, it must be evaluated through all the associated indicators.
The output performance is evaluated through a set of associated output indicators. Each
output indicator is evaluated in terms of degrees of “satisfaction”.
The satisfaction value is expressed by means of a 7-value linguistic scale, containing the
following terms: “Extremely Low”, “Very Low”, “Low”, “Medium”, “High”, “Very high”,
“Extremely High”.
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Step 4. Evaluate outputs’ relevance to associated outcomes
At this step, independently for each selected output an expert expresses a perceived degree
of relevance of the output to the associated outcome.
The relevance is expressed through the same terms of the 7-value linguistic scale.

2.4.3 Processing phase
As been reported in D3.2, the multi-criteria method to be employed in iMENTORS is the Delta
method (Danielson et al. 2007), focussing on the evaluation aspects and means for evaluating
parts of a multi-criteria problem such as a subset of criteria. The method is based on standard
concepts of values and criteria weights (and probabilities if desired).
The method takes as its starting point the use of interval-statements with an associated (nonexplicit) belief distribution enabling for stipulating a so called "focal point" in addition to
interval bounds representing the most reliable point within each interval. Of importance is
that this focal point has additive and multiplicative properties. Thus, it is possible to stipulate
template intervals or template fuzzy set representations associated with qualitative
statements which often occur in project appraisals (Kulak et al. 2005). The method does not
force the use of interval or comparative statements, but supports precise inputs as well, so
that an application may be as deliberately imprecise as desired.
Step 1. Translate output performance indicators’ values into fuzzy numbers
The linguistic statements collected at the “User Interaction phase” are translated into
numeric values by adopting a fuzzy number style of entering user linguistic value statements.
Linguistic value statements are translated into a cardinal representation by using three-point
distributions, similarly to how triangular membership functions are expressed in fuzzy set
theory but with a non-explicit second-order belief distribution f() instead of a membership
function µ(). For instance, a triangular fuzzy number defined by membership function µ(x, a,
b, c) with x as variable and a, b, c as parameters is given in figure 1, and the properties of the
corresponding second-order belief representation of this uncertain/imprecise statement is
given in figure 2.
𝑐

� 𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 1
𝑎
𝑐

� 𝑥𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑏
𝑎

Figure 3: Function 1 & 2

In figure 22, the value b is the mean of the distribution f(), and under the assumption that f()
is uniform, b coincides with the centroid of the interval [a,c]. See, e.g., (Ekenberg et al.,
2005).
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a

b

c

0.00 0.00 0.20
0.05 0.20 0.35
0.20 0.35 0.50
0.35 0.50 0.65
0.50 0.65 0.80
0.65 0.80 0.95
0.80 1.00 1.00

Figure 4 Linguistic values with associated fuzzy numbers

Figure 5 Graphical representation of the membership functions.

Both the output performance and relevance values are translated by means of the template
above.
Step 2. Translate outputs’ relevance values into coefficients (weights)
The fuzzy numbers associated with output Relevance values are normalised with inclusion of
dummy criterion. The dummy criterion is needed to reflect absolute individual relevance of
each Output.
Step 3. Aggregation
Aggregation is performed by means of the multi-attribute additive utility function (3).
Outcomes serve as aggregates of the values of linked outputs and Sectors as aggregates of
linked Outcomes in a hierarchic manner. For each Sector and Outcome its value ( ) is
calculated by an additive multi-attribute utility function (3).
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Figure 6: Function 3

Where
is the k:th output marginal weight, derived from the “Relevance” value and
is
the k:th output aggregated performance value for all output indicators belonging to Sector or
Outcome. Since the input statements consist of linguistic statements translated into intervalvalues with focal points, it is not obvious how to aggregate the statements.
Currently the output aggregated performance value
associated with that output indictors values.

is calculated as simple mean of

Step 4: Classification
Current classification scheme is performed in accordance to pre-set thresholds for each of the
6 suggested classes. An ICT4D project is assigned one class for each Sector and Outcome been
evaluated. The current classification scheme is tentative. It only needs to enable full
integration, while it should be further refined.

3 Implementation and Integration of the iMENTORS Decision
Support System
3.1 Data flow

Figure 7 Data flow diagram
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The Figure 5 depicts a general dataflow between the iMENTORS platform and the Evaluation
web service. The evaluator is the only source of evaluation data. The judgments provided by
evaluators are captured through web-based assessment forms in correspondence to the User
interaction phase of the Evaluation method. This data translated into XML format and stored
on the iMENTORS platform. The data is sent to the Evaluation web-service, which processes
the data and returns both the initial input and results back to the iMENTORS platform as one
XML file. Inclusion of initial evaluation data in evaluation results file secures traceability and
validity of the data.

3.2 Web-based assessment forms
The assessment form serves as the front-end to evaluators and stakeholders for entering
output indicator data for a given ICT4D initiative to the platform. The assessment form
provides means for the evaluator to provide assessments for the set of output indicators
applicable for the initiative/project under consideration.
They entirely support the “User interaction phase” of the Evaluation method (section 3.4.2)
and constitute an integral part of the overall evaluation process.
The Figures 6 – 9 show sample screenshots of the assessment forms implemented in the
iMENTORS platform.

Figure 8. Step 1. Choose a corresponding Sector” screen
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Figure 9. Step 2. Select outputs applicable for the project” screen
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Figure 10. Step 3. Evaluate outputs’ performance through indicators screen

Figure 11 Step 4. Evaluate outputs’ relevance to outcomes screen
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The "on/off" toggle allows selecting outputs applicable to an ICT4D initiative under
evaluation. The 7-value linguistic scale is implemented as a group of radio-buttons with linked
linguistic values. The overall user interface and visual design of the assessment forms have
been developed in order to make subjective evaluation clear, consistent and intuitive.
In fact the steps 2 and 3 are combined into one web-form, which reveals Performance
indicators in case an output was activated by the “on/off” toggle.

3.3 Applying XMCDA in iMENTORS
For the purpose of the interoperability between the DSS and the iMENTORS platform, XML
format is used in order to transmit data between the two services.
For specifying the XML schema needed for generation and validity check of XML files, the
results of the XMCDA initiative is employed to enable interoperability of the DSS and the
iMENTORS platform.
XMCDA is a data standard which allows representing Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)
data elements in XML according to a clearly defined grammar.
XMCDA is an instance of UMCDA-ML, which is the Universal Multi Criteria Decision Analysis
Modelling Language and which is one of the scientific initiatives inside the Decision Deck
project. UMCDA-ML is intended to be a universal modelling language to express MCDA
concepts and generic decision aid processes.
XMCDA focuses more particularly on MCDA concepts and data structures and is defined by an
XML schema.
The goals of XMCDA are to ease:
•
•
•

the interaction of different MCDA algorithms;
the execution of various algorithms on the same problem instance;
the visual representation of MCDA concepts and data structures via standard tools
like web browsers.

XMCDA is maintained by the Decision Deck project and supported by the COST Action IC0602
Algorithmic Decision Theory (http://www.decision-deck.org).

3.3.1 XMCDA schema
As mentioned before, one of the output of the XMCDA project is the standard XML schema
designed for MCDA applications.
The current 2.2 version of the XMCDA schema is utilised for iMENTORS, since it has enabled
fuzzy numbers representation employed in the Projects Evaluation Method.
Comprehensive documentation of the XMCDA schema can be found at http://www.decisiondeck.org/xmcda/_static/html-doc/2.2.0/XMCDA-2.2.0.html
However, due to the nature of projects evaluation in general and the evaluation model
(indicator tree) developed for iMENTORS in particular, the original XMCDA schema has been
enhanced with minor modifications and additions, which has enabled more effective data
transmission between the DSS and iMENTORS platform.
The following changes are suggested. The <scales> element is introduced as a container for
the original XMCDA <scale> elements. Then, <scales> element is placed under the root
element along with its “siblings”, i.e. <scale> elements.
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This has allowed having definitions of the scales under the root XML element, whereas in
XMCDA schema the <scale> element can only be defined as a “child” of the <criterion>
element.
Furthermore, additional elements are added to enable referring to the scales definitions in
the XML file. Those elements are:
<scaleID>
<fuzzyLableID>
<rankedLabelID>

3.3.2 XML file specification
This section specifies how any XML file containing project evaluation data and/or
classification data is structured. Additionally, description of key xml tags (elements) is
provided.
Both the input evaluation data and the evaluation results (classification) files share the same
file structure. Both of them contain all the mentioned below elements.
The XML file has 3 major sections denoted as the <criteria>, <hierarchy>, and <scales> XML
elements. They constitute major containers for ICT4D project evaluation data.
<criteria>
The <criteria> contains an inclusive list of the elements of the evaluation model. Elements are
“indicators”, “outputs”, “outcomes”, “sectors”. Any element of the evaluation model is
denoted as <criterion>.
<criterion>
Each <criterion> element has a required “id” attribute used for criterion identification. The
“id” values are pre-generated for each element of the evaluation model. The full list of
elements and their IDs are presented in the Appendix X – Output indicators for the socioeconomic development dimension.
Furthermore, each <criterion> element has the following child elements meaningful for
evaluation data processing:
<active>
The <active> element is used as a “toggle” to indicate if a criterion got evaluated, and thus,
has any data to process. If it has the value of “1”, then a criterion has evaluation values, which
should be included in the analysis (classification). If it is “0”, then a criterion has no evaluation
data, thus should be skipped by the evaluation web-server.
<scaleID>
Used as reference to the scale associated with a criterion.
Currently there are two possible values for <scaleID>:
“L7” – refers to the 7-value linguistic scale employed in the evaluation method (scale id=“L7”),
“ABC” – refers to the project classification scale (scale id=“ABC”).
<criterionValue> contains a value on a criterion. Both the input evaluation data and
classification results are stored under the <criterionValue> elements.
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Instead of having actual criterion’s values here, the <fuzzyLabelID> and <rankedLabelID>
elements are used as references to the respected values in the corresponded scales
definitions (see the <scales> subsection below).
The values for output indicators “Performance” are stored with mcdaConcept="Performance"
attribute, i.e. as <criterionValue mcdaConcept="Performance">. Similarly, the output
“Relevance” values are stored under the <criterionValue mcdaConcept="Relevance">
elements.
The classification results for Sectors and Outcomes are stored as <criterionValue
mcdaConcept="Class"> under respective <criterion> elements.
As already mentioned in the Section 4.1, the resulting output XML file contains both the
classification results and the input evaluation data.
<hierarchy>
The <hierarchy> section represents a “topology” of the current evaluation model, i.e. Output
indicators tree. Each <node> in the model contains a <criterionID>, which refers to a
particular <criterion> definition from the <criteria> container list.
The <hierarchy> element is intended to represent the indicator tree structure only , thus, it
contains no other data. The content of the <hierarchy> element should stay the same for any
project evaluation performed in the iMENTORS platform.
<scales>
The <scales> section contains description of the scales used in a given evaluation. The
<scales> element has child <scale> elements, each of which specifies one scale.
<scale>
Currently there are 2 used scales: the 7-value linguistic scale (<scale id=”L7”) , and the
classification scale (<scale id=”ABC”>).
The <scale id=”L7”> contains the <fuzzyLabel> elements, which describe linguistic terms
(<label>) and associated with them fuzzy numbers (<fuzzyNumber>).
The classification <scale id=”ABC”> contains the <rankedLabel> elements, which so far
describes 3 classes (“A”,”B” and “C” – <label>) and the associated values (<rank>).
Since Output indicators’ “Performance” and Outputs’ “Relevance” are evaluated through the
same linguistic scale, they refer to the same <scale id=“L7”> element in an XML file.
Mapping assessment forms with XML schema
As specified before, the assessment forms serve as the only front end to evaluators for
entering evaluations.
This section specifies linkage between particular elements of the assessment forms and their
representations in the XML file.
The 1st step presents the Sector selection form (Figure 10). Selection of appropriate Sector
triggers the <active> XML element under appropriate <criterion>. The value of "1" is for the
selected Sector, "0" — for all the unselected.
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Figure 12 Mapping Step 1: Assessment form with XML elements.

Figure 13 Mapping Steps 2-3: Assessment forms with XML elements.
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Figure 14 Mapping Step 4: Assessment form with XML elements.

The Figure 11, Figure 12 illustrates the "Step 3. Evaluate outputs’ performance through
indicators" and the "Step 4. Evaluate outputs’ relevance to associated outcomes"
respectively. The states of "on/off" toggles (Figure <$n:figure:XMLStep3>) are similarly
translated into <active> element values for associated outputs. Outputs indicators
automatically inherit these states from enclosing Outputs, i.e., Indicators get the
<active>1</active> the output is "on", and <active>0</active> if it is "off".
The <criterionValue> elements get their value from the radio-button groups as specified in
the "XML file specification" section.

3.4 The iMENTORS evaluation web-service
The computational parts of the method is implemented in the Delta Multi-Criteria library
(DMC), a static C library equipped with a highly generic API specifically designed for the
construction of data structures to compute upon for decision analysis purposes (for more
details see Danielson et al. 2007; Danielson and Ekenberg 2008). To provide easy interaction
with the computational methods of DMC, the DMC library is wrapped in an object oriented
layer called the Preference Multi-Criteria Library (PMCL) implemented in C# equipped with an
API of its own. PMCL provide class representations of necessary elements of decision models
and is targeted for interactive use, such as applications with user interfaces and for making
remote requests.
The central classes in PMCL are the MultiCriteriaModel and the Engine class, enabling for
creation of multi-criteria model objects and invocation of the method Engine. Calculate
(MultiCriteriaModel m, Parameters p) taking a model and evaluation parameters as
arguments and conducting desired computational decision evaluations on the model. With
respect to iMENTORS, these evaluations include obtaining the aggregated values of all
Outcomes and Sectors of the assessment model and making a project impact classification for
these Outcomes and Sectors.
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3.5 Integration of PMCL for use in iMENTORS
To integrate the PMCL and DMC with the iMENTORS platform, a web-service approach has
been selected, the data flow of which is pictured in Figure 5. The PMCL and DMC libraries
constituting the evaluation web service are hosted by a web server listening for TCP requests
in the form of serialized XMCDA documents. Once a request is made, the stream holding the
XMCDA representation of an evaluated ICT4D initiative is de-serialized into an XML document
object (XDocument) which is validated and if passing validation parsed into its corresponding
PMCL MultiCriteriaObject. The web service is currently put as a cloud service in the Windows
Azure cloud computing environment.
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4 Other functional additions to the iMENTORS Platform
The launch of the Beta Version was coupled with a series of improvements designed to
render the platform more user-friendly, to improve usability and to enhance the userexperience. The paragraphs below, aim at outlining some notable additions in terms of
functionalities to enhance the usability of the platform:
•

Simplified Registration process: a simple yet secure two step registration process,
requiring users to validate their email address by following a link that is sent to their
inbox. Additionally, we have added a single-sign-in with LinkedIn, to take advantage
of the reliability of the platform’s registration process, its wide use by professionals
on a global scale, as well as the ease at which users profile information can be
imported in iMENTORS.

•

Integration of social media feeds with the profiles of projects, research
infrastructures and organisations to display real-time social media updates, promote
projects and organisations, and provide incentives to project administrators to
maintain all information updated and accurate. By providing more incentives for
promotion, we aim at luring project administrators at maintaining a presence on the
platform.

•

Notification options: multiple user notification options to facilitate knowledge
exchanges, and to encourage engagement on the platform: by adding a ‘following
option’, users can choose to stay updated on all modifications that occur on the
profile of any entity of the platform (projects, research infrastructures, organisations,
networking infrastructures, Virtual Research Communities). It is expected that these
notifications (which are also sent to the users email addresses) will remind users of
the changes on the platform and encourage more engagement from their part.

•

Inbox Functionality: We have added the option for users to send direct messages
through the inbox functionality to facilitate networking and direct contact amongst
project administrators, project officers, and other registered users.

•

Improved User-interfaces: the platform has been enhanced by improving the userinterfaces in order to visualize information more quickly and effectively.

•

Profile Completion bar: We have added a functionality that serves the purpose of
informing users on the completion status of all profiles available on the database. On
the right hand column of each profile, a progress bar is displayed along with a
percentage of completion, and displays the categories in which information is
missing. When recording or editing an entry, it is expected that some questions or
fields may not apply to every entities mapped on the platform. As such, when
building a new profile or editing an existing entry, we included a ‘not applicable’
option to practically all fields, allowing users to notify the system that a specific
information is not applicable to the entry which they are recording or editing, so that
the systems omits it when calculating the completion of its profile.

•

Adding flexibility to the uploading process: users can now record new Research
Infrastructures through the Organisations profiles
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•

Adding recommendations in incomplete profiles: users are now given suggestions on
how to improve the profile of an entity that lacks data, and can simply click on a given
suggestion to access the edit mode and fill in the information.

•

Linking Project Managers’ and Project Officers’ Profiles with Projects and
Organisations: the profiles of users that are either project managers or project
officers (note that a single user can be both at the same time) can now be linked to
the projects that they manage or oversee. This will enhance networking
opportunities, the discoverability of both projects and users, and knowledge
exchange on projects.

•

Recommendation mechanism added to increase discoverability of projects: the
function is designed to make suggestions on the side of project profiles, to encourage
users to visit the profiles of similar projects, or giving the opportunity for users to
follow specific projects.

Next steps: enhancing visualisations on the map
Given the high density of entities available of the platform, and the highly sophisticated
interconnections created between the different entities that compose the online database,
we have the opportunity to create equally high number of visualisations available on the map.
As such, when interacting with the markers on the map, users have access to very useful
filtering mechanism which displays different type of data depending on the type of marker
that they click on.
a. Organisations: when clicking on an organization, the map displays its headquarters,
the offices it has, the headquarters of its mother organization (if applicable), the
headquarters of the child organization (if applicable), the headquarters of its
members organisations (only applicable to RENs), the projects that it is involved in
(either by funding or implementing), and the Infrastructures it owns/operates.
b. NRENs: when clicking on a NREN, the map displays its headquarters, its other (nonHQ offices, the headquarters of the RREN it belongs to, the headquarters of all its
member institutions (partners), the projects that it implements, the projects that led
to its development (contributed to its funding), and the infrastructure it owns or
operates.
c. RRENs: clicking on a RREN displays its headquarters, its other offices, the
headquarters of all its member institutions (in this case, other NRENs), the projects
that are associated with it.
d. Projects: when clicking on a project, the map displays, the lead beneficiary, the
project partners, the donor(s) headquarters, the project itself, the related projects
(master-project, follow up project, preceding project), the single-sited, distributed,
the virtual & the networking infrastructure that was built through this project.
At this stage, each time a user clicks on a given marker, the system performs a query to
display the above mentioned results. If the user clicks on another marker (which forms part of
the results of the query) the system performs a new query to display the markers that are
relevant to the newly launched query. To make sense of all the information that is displayed
on the map, the next step is to enhance the visualisations on the map, and turning it into a
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sophisticated visualisation tool. At this stage, a special information box and toolbar is being
developed and will be incorporated in the section. In addition to providing a legend for all the
different types of markers, the toolbar will contain a very useful functionality which we have
named ‘lock mode’, which adds flexibility and room for maneuvering when visualizing
information on the map. When users launch a specific query by clicking on a marker, they
activate the lock mode, in order to lock the results of the query, and play around the markers
without affecting the initial results.
The consortium is planning to time the delivery of this new tool with the launch of the third
release.
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Conclusions
This document further specifies the approach taken for evaluating ICT4D initiatives by
bringing the value-chain and RBM frameworks to the practical level. The focus has been made
on ICT4D projects' outputs evaluation also taking into account their relations with other
components of the value chain.
With the evaluation model and method as its integral parts, the overall step-by-step
evaluation process has been developed. The evaluation process has been implemented as
part of the iMENTORS platform site.
In parallel, the iMENTORS platform has been enhanced first by the implementation of
additional functionalities, and second by integration with the MCDA web-service utilised for
evaluation data aggregation and ICT4D projects classification. The data transmitted between
the systems is described in terms of XMCDA – a standardized XML recommendation to
represent objects and data from the MCDA field which allows MCDA applications to be
interoperable.
Further development steps include elaborating the projects' classification scheme,
considering evaluation of actual projects outcomes, and bringing contextual factors into
project evaluation as "what-if" analysis.
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